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Abstract: In recent years, semantic segmentation of high-resolution remote sensing images has been
gradually applied to many important scenes. However, with the rapid development of remote
sensing data acquisition technology, the existing image data processing methods are facing major
challenges. Especially in the accuracy of extraction and the integrity of the edges of objects, there
are often problems such as small objects being assimilated by large objects. In order to solve the
above problems, based on the excellent performance of Transformer, convolution and its variants,
and feature pyramids in the field of deep learning image segmentation, we designed two encoders
with excellent performance to extract global high-order interactive features and low-order local
feature information. These encoders are then used as the backbone to construct a global and local
feature fusion network with a dual encoder (GLFFNet) to effectively complete the segmentation of
remote sensing images. Furthermore, a new auxiliary training module is proposed that uses the
semantic attention layer to process the extracted feature maps separately, adjust the losses, and more
specifically optimize each encoder of the backbone, thus optimizing the training process of the entire
network. A large number of experiments show that our model achieves 87.96% mIoU on the Potsdam
dataset and 80.42% mIoU on the GID dataset, and it has superior performance compared with some
state-of-the-art methods on semantic segmentation tasks in the field of remote sensing.

Keywords: remote sensing image; gated convolution; transformer; atrous convolution

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of remote sensing technology, the amount
of available remote sensing data has increased significantly. Semantic segmentation technol-
ogy in remote sensing images has made many contributions to environmental monitoring,
crop cover and type analysis, tree species in forests, building classification in urban space,
land use analysis, and other important scenes that promote sustained economic growth
and continuous improvement of life quality. As a result, it has significant implications
for further study to design an excellent semantic segmentation network in the field of
high-resolution remote sensing [1].

With the development of sensor technology, the spatial resolution of remote sensing
images is constantly improving, and a lot of rich and important information can be obtained
from remote sensing images. But the technology for extracting useful feature information
from remote sensing data still has a lot of room for improvement. The semantic information
in the actual scene is very complex, and the objects of the same semantic class may use
different materials or different construction methods, which lead to the diversity of color,
size, shape, and texture; in addition, objects of different semantic classes can present
similar features, such as cement roofs, cement sidewalks, and cement roads. This high
within-class variability and low between-class variability make segmentation scenes very
complicated [2]. At the same time, objects occupying fewer pixels are often covered by
others occupying more pixels, resulting in small objects being ignored and leading to a
large number of false segments.
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Most of the traditional semantic segmentation techniques first process the image to
extract the semantic features of the image and then segment it. Therefore, the accuracy is
limited, and the scope of application is very limited. The deep learning method, which
adjusts the feature extraction process based on segmentation results, can extract more
abstract, high-level feature information and is more suitable for dealing with complex
scenes. As shown in Figure 1, the U-Net series [3] and the DeepLab series [4–8] have shown
strong performance in the semantic segmentation field of computer vision. In remote
sensing image processing, researchers have considered the specific characteristics of remote
sensing data and improved the classical semantic segmentation network to further improve
its segmentation performance [9–15]. Ziaee et al. [16] proposed a new G2G network based
on the Pix2Pix network to segment the edges of special-class objects more precisely. This
network upgrades the segmentation accuracy of objects of interest, but it is not suitable
for complex scenes in remote sensing. Chen et al. [17] proposed a dense residual neural
network, DR-Net, which can obtain more high-level semantic feature information for
subsequent segmentation by combining the advantages of dense convolutional neural
networks and residual networks. However, it suffers from overfitting problems, and its
generalization ability has a lot of room for improvement. Yang et al. [18] proposed AFNet,
which includes a multipath encoder structure for extracting multipath input features, a
multipath attention fusion module for fusing multipath features, and a fine attention
fusion module for fusing high-level abstract features and low-level spatial features. And
it has achieved excellent performance on the Potsdam dataset, but its performance for
small object segmentation needs to be further improved. Foivos I. et al. [2] proposed
ResUNet-a, which combines atrous convolution, residual connection, pyramid principle,
and multi-task inference theory to mainly alleviate the problem of height imbalance in
remote sensing datasets. But its performance still cannot meet the demand for accuracy in
practical application scenarios. Wang et al. [19] proposed a Transformer-based decoder and
a novel attention mechanism to improve segmentation performance for real-time remote
scenes. The experimental results show that it outperforms other state-of-the-art models in
terms of segmentation accuracy. But their work on encoders is still slightly inadequate and
needs further research. In general, semantic segmentation methods based on deep learning
effectively extract construction features and improve segmentation accuracy. But in the
complex scene, with the characteristics of high within-class variability and low between-
class variability, the edge accuracy of small object segmentation is low, the segmentation
detection error is high, the segmentation efficiency is insufficient, and so on, and the further
application of the technology is still hindered.
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In order to solve the problems above, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of
advanced technologies in related fields. We find that Transformer contributes greatly to the
improvement of accuracy in the field of image segmentation, but its high computational
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cost also brings great difficulties to the practical application of relevant models. In this
regard, convolution has many advantages. Later, we discovered that some research on
implementing Transformer’s strong spatial interaction capability with convolution has
achieved good results. However, we found that it is difficult to completely replace Trans-
former with convolution, so we combined the two to complement each other. Specifically,
based on the Transformer [20], atrous convolution [5], and gated convolution [21] models,
this paper proposes a global and local feature fusion network with a biencoder (GLFFNet)
for high-resolution remote sensing image segmentation.

Most importantly, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. In order to solve the problem of high within-class variability of objects of interest in
complex remote sensing images, an efficient spatial feature aggregation encoder (SFA
encoder) is proposed for feature extraction. The attention module of the Transformer
is incorporated into the recursive gated convolution [22] to perform self-attention
operations on feature maps, overcoming the limitations of convolutional networks,
such as poor global modeling capability and insufficient exploitation of spatial location
information. It is used to extract more abundant multi-scale feature information and
improve the segmentation accuracy of the whole model.

2. Aiming at the low between-class variability of objects of interest in complex scenes of
high-resolution remote sensing and the related problems they raise. In this paper, a
spatial pyramid atrous convolutional encoder (SPAC encoder) is proposed to extract
shallow feature information from remote sensing images using spatial pyramid struc-
ture and atrous convolutional to maximize the retention of local semantic information
for each pixel. This is used to improve the model’s recognition of small objects.

3. In order to better transfer the weight of the backbone pre-trained on classification
datasets to segmentation tasks, this paper proposes an auxiliary training module
called Multi-head Loss Block. This module employs multiple semantic attention
layers and four lightweight decoders of the segmentation task to fine-tune the weights
of each encoder in the backbone. Through this auxiliary model, encoders can extract
more abundant multi-scale feature maps for objects of different sizes, which makes
the whole training process convergence faster and more stable.

2. Method
2.1. Overview Structure

The overall structure of GLFFNet proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2, which
contains four key modules: (1) SFA Encoder, which is mainly composed of recursive gated
convolution with attention block (RG Convolution with Attention), (2) SPAC Encoder,
which is mainly composed of atrous convolution and based on spatial pyramid architecture,
(3) Decoder, which is mainly composed of the global-local Transformer block (GLTP)
and Feature refinement head (FRH) [19], and (4) Multi-head Loss Block, which is an
auxiliary training module. The backbone of GLFFNet consists of the SFA Encoder and the
SPAC Encoder.

GLFFNet mainly uses atrous convolution, gated convolution, and Transformer to
extract multi-layer semantic feature information from images. Then the feature information
is fused and decoded to generate the final segmentation results by decoder, so as to achieve
accurate description of objects of different sizes. In addition, GLFFNet uses Multi-head Loss
Block-assisted training to better transfer the weight of backbone pre-trained on classification
datasets to segmentation tasks.

In this paper, GLFFNet is applied to semantic segmentation task of remote sensing
images. The backbone of GLFFNet consists of four SFA encoders and a SPAC Encoder.
Four SFA Encoder blocks sequentially processed the images after data enhancement and
extracted the feature maps of 4, 8, 16, and 32 times downsampling, respectively. A SPAC
Encoder block extracts a 4-times downsampled feature map directly from the image after
data enhancement. Then, the 4-times downsampled feature maps extracted by SPAC
Encoder and SFA Encoder are weighted and fused. Finally, feature maps of these four
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scales are used as the output of backbone and input decoder for decoding. The decoder of
GLFFNet is the decoder of UNetFormer, a lightweight decoder based on Transformer, which
will fuse the input feature maps of four scales to generate the final segmentation result.
Especially, Multi-head Loss Block is used in the training process, and the auxiliary training
module consists of semantic attention layer and lightweight decoder of segmentation tasks
and is used to calculate a weighted loss for optimization of model.
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2.2. SFA Encoder

In order to obtain rich and important feature information from remote sensing images,
this paper combines the attention mechanism and the recursive gated convolution with
efficient high-order interaction ability, and proposes the recursive gated convolution with
attention block, which is the core module of SFA Encoder.

The structure of the recursive gated convolution with attention block is shown in
Figure 3, which consists of a window attention block and a recursive gated convolution
block. In the window attention block, we use LN to normalize the feature map before and
after attention operations and use the dropout layer and the global average pooling [23]
in the MLP block to prevent overfitting. In the recursive gated convolution with attention
block, the feature maps first go through the window-attention block for global modeling,
extracting features, and synthesizing the global information. Then they go through a recur-
sive gated convolution block to extract spatial and local bias information through efficient
higher-order spatial interactions. Finally, some feature maps with more comprehensive and
detailed feature information are output.
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SFA Encoder uses attention mechanism [24] of Transformer to achieve globe modeling.
The expression of attention mechanism is as follows:

Attention(Q, K, V) = So f tmax(
Q× KT
√

dk
)×V (1)

where Q, K, and V are, respectively, from the mapping of the input X ∈ RN×C to different
feature spaces. The expression of a linear transformation is as follows:

Q = X×WQ, K = X×WK, V = X×WV (2)

SFA Encoder uses recursive gated convolution to achieve high-order spatial interaction.
Firstly, we use linear layer ϕin to obtain a set of projected feature maps p0 and {qk}n−1

k=0 :[
pC0×H×W

0 , qC0×H×W
0 , · · · , qCn−1×H×W

n−1

]
= ϕin(x) ∈ R(C0+∑ 0≤k≤n−1Ck)×H×W (3)

then we process the set of projected feature maps by the recursive gated convolution,

pk+1 = fk(qk)⊗ gk(pk)/α = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n− 1 (4)

where fk is the gated convolution and gk is a function to match the dimension in different
orders. Finally, we use linear layer ϕout to obtain the feature maps:

y = ϕout(pn−1) ∈ RC×H×W (5)

The first SFA Encoder is composed of patch embedding layer and recursive gated
convolution with attention block, which generates a 4-times downsampled feature map.
The other three SFA Encoders are composed of downsample module and recursive gated
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convolution with attention block, which generate an 8, 16, and 32-times downsampled
feature map, respectively. The downsampling operation of SFA Encoder is completed by
patch embedding layer and downsample module. And the recursive gated convolution
with attention block is used to extract features from the input feature map and does not
change the size or channel number of the feature map.

2.3. SPAC Encoder

A spatial pyramid atrous convolution encoder (SPAC Encoder) is proposed to obtain
the spatial features of objects of various sizes in remote sensing images and avoid the disap-
pearance of small objects due to the loss of information in the convolution process. Based
on the spatial pyramid principle, SPAC Encoder extracts and fuses feature information
from feature maps by using atrous convolution with different dilation rates. This module is
simple and has fewer convolutional layers. It aims to extract relatively low-order pixel-level
features from original images and retain the semantic information as much as possible.

The structure of SPAC Encoder proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 4. The
processing of input image by SPAC Encoder mainly includes three parts. In the first part,
the original image is processed with the atrous convolution of d = 2 (dilation rate). The
expression is as follows:

y1 = fd=2(x), x ∈ RC×H0×W0 (6)

where fd=2 is atrous convolution of d = 2. In the second part, the feature maps in the first
part of the output are respectively processed with three different expansion rates of the
atrous convolution, and then using the global average pooling operation, a unified output
size is output, resulting in three of the same size feature maps. The expression is as follows:

y2k = fd=2×k(y1), k = 1, 2, 3 (7)

where y2k ∈ RC×H2k×W2k is output of atrous convolution with d = 2× k in the part. In the
third part, the cat function is first used to join the three feature maps in the second part of
the output, and then 1 × 1 convolution is used to adjust the channel number of feature
maps. The expression is as follows:

y3 = g(y21 ⊕ y22 ⊕ y23) (8)

where ⊕ is concatenation with channel, g is 1× 1 convolution to adjust the number of

channels, and y3 ∈ RC× H0
4 ×

W0
4 is final output of SPAC Encoder. To sum up, a feature

map with the same output size as the 4-times downsampled feature map extracted by SFA
Encoder is finally obtained by SPAC Encoder, which is involved in the subsequent fusion.
In addition, in the SPAC Encoder, each convolutional layer is normalized by BN [25] and
activated by GeLU [26].

2.4. Multi-Head Loss Block

With the rapid development of deep learning, model training requires more and more
data. However, so far, the labeling cost of semantic segmentation datasets is still very large,
and the semantic segmentation datasets that can be used for training obviously cannot
meet the needs of the training of semantic segmentation models based on deep learning.
Therefore, semantic segmentation networks based on deep learning almost always replace
their own decoder with the decoder of the classification network first and do pre-training
on the classification dataset to obtain the weights of that network’s backbone. Then it is
swapped back to the decoder of semantic segmentation network, fine-tuned on the semantic
segmentation dataset. And finally, a complete semantic segmentation model is obtained.
However, there are obvious differences between semantic segmentation and classification
tasks. This training method can lead to some designs in semantic segmentation network
models failing to fully realize their original design intention.
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Specifically, in the semantic segmentation task, an image contains objects of various
sizes. However, most models now try to obtain as much global information as possible
by constantly reducing the size of the feature map. This makes the models pay too much
attention to global information, which in turn makes the strong object with too many pixels
in the image completely cover the weak object with too few pixels. This eventually leads to,
in the semantic segmentation task, the problem of small objects being ignored and unevenly
segmented edges being assimilated by large objects. In order to solve this problem, most
common semantic segmentation networks use a multi-scale structure to retain the local
information of pixels as much as possible by adding large-size feature maps so as to detect
small objects [27]. However, due to the limitations of the dataset, the network using the
multi-scale structure still needs to conduct pre-training on the classification dataset. As a
result of this training method, encoders for extracting large-size feature maps still pay more
attention to global information, and the fine-tuning of semantic segmentation datasets has
little effect on alleviating this problem. These ultimately led to the failure of this multi-scale
design to achieve the desired effect.

In order to alleviate the above-mentioned problem of poor performance of multi-scale
structures caused by pre-training on a classification dataset, this paper proposes a Multi-
head Loss Block as an auxiliary training module. It can calculate the auxiliary losses of the
feature maps of each output scale, and then these auxiliary losses are weighted and fused
with the loss calculated by the main decoder for the back propagation during network
training. The auxiliary training module proposed in this paper, Multi-head Loss Block,
specifically optimizes the encoder for extracting feature maps of each scale so that the
feature maps of each scale extracted by the network can save more effective information.

In GLFFNet, Multi-head Loss Block makes GLFFNet output feature maps of different
scales as close as possible to the desired semantic segmentation results, thus improving
the overall performance of GLFFNet. The feature maps of different scales have different
values for improving the final performance of semantic segmentation networks, which are
expressed by different weights. In order to avoid the influence caused by subjective weight
setting, the weight is automatically obtained through network training. In this method, the
feature maps of different scales of the network are obtained during training, the feature
maps of each scale are processed, and loss is calculated. The loss calculated by the feature
maps of various scales is weighted and fused to obtain the final weighted loss. Then, the
weighted loss is used in the gradient descent process to update the model parameters until
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the model converges and the final model is obtained. Since this method only changes the
calculation method of loss in the model training but does not change the structure of the
model or its inference process, there is no extra cost in the model inference process. This
method is easy to implement and can effectively improve the performance of the model
without increasing its complexity or overhead.

The Multi-head Loss Block structure used in GLFFNet is shown in Figure 5, which
mainly includes semantic attention layer and lightweight decoder of the segmentation task,
FCNHead. For the feature map of each input scale, Multi-head Loss Block first extracts the
semantic information of the feature map with semantic attention layer and then inputs it
into FCNHead for decoding and output segmentation results. After calculating the CE loss
of five decoders, the weight of loss calculated by main decoder is artificially set to 1.0, a
full connection layer is used to learn the weights of the other four auxiliary losses in the
weighted fusion, and the weight range is specified as 0.1 to 0.4. Finally, the weighted loss is
obtained by weight fusion.
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The formula for calculating weighted loss in Multi-head Loss Block is as follows:

LMulti−head = α0LCE_0 + ∑S
s=1 αsLCE_s (9)

where LMulti−head is the weighted loss ultimately used for gradient descent in the whole
model training process, α0 is loss weight of the output result of main decoder and is set
as 1.0, LCE_0 is loss calculated by the output of main decoder, αs is the loss weight of the
output result of the s-th decoder and obtained by learning, and its range is from 0.1 to 0.4,
and LCE_s is loss calculated by the output of the s-th decoder.

3. Experiment
3.1. Evaluation Criteria

In order to provide a comprehensive assessment of the performance of different
structural models in the field of semantic segmentation for high-resolution remote sensing,
we use four metrics, including mean intersection over union (MIoU) [28], mean accuracy
(MAcc) [29], pixel accuracy (PAcc) [30], and inference time (ms). Where MIoU provides a
more accurate measure of the segmentation accuracy of the model at the pixel level and is
robust to problems such as category imbalance that may occur in the dataset. Therefore, our
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experiments use MIoU as the main evaluation criteria. The formulas for the three accuracy
evaluation metrics are as follows:

MIoU =
1

k + 1

k

∑
i=0

TP
FN + FP + TP

(10)

MAcc =
1

k + 1

k

∑
i=0

TP
FP + TP

(11)

PAcc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + TN
(12)

3.2. Datasets

In our experiments, the performance of each model on the ISPRS Potsdam dataset
is analyzed in detail. The Potsdam dataset contains 38 images taken from the Potsdam
region, all of which are 6000 × 6000 in size. Each image was semantically labeled into
six categories of objects. Due to the limitations of input image size and GPU memory for
model processing, we cropped the original image and obtained a 512 × 512 image for
the experiment. Then we randomly divide the resulting dataset, with 80% as the training
set and 20% as the test set. In addition to this, in order to validate the usefulness of the
model for the problem of object diversity in the image, the GID high-resolution remote
sensing dataset was chosen as an auxiliary dataset for further evaluation of the model.
The processing of the GID dataset is the same as that of the Potsdam dataset and will not
be repeated. Finally, the training set of the Potsdam dataset consists of 4263 images, and
the test set consists of 1065 images. The training set of the Potsdam dataset consists of
10,379 images, and the test set consists of 2587 images.

3.3. Compare Models and Experimental Design Details

In this section, the performance of GLFFNet on the Potsdam and GID datasets is com-
pared with that of six representative semantic segmentation models in recent years to prove
the superiority of GLFFNet proposed in this paper. The networks selected are as follows:
DeepLabv3+ [8] that is a classical semantic segmentation network using deeply separable
convolution, CAE(ViT-L, UperNet) [31] that uses a new mask image modeling and context
auto encoder, ABCNet [32] that uses Bezier curves to make a new concise parametric repre-
sentation of the curved scene text to accurately locate the oriented and curved scene text in
the image, BANet [33] that proposed a new bilateral structure consisting of a convolutional
layer and Transformer block with a view to capturing both local texture information and
full-length dependency information in the feature network, SegFormer [34] that used a
novel positional-encoding-free and hierarchical Transformer encoder, and UNetFormer [19]
that uses a Transformer-based decoder for real-time urban scene segmentation. In order to
ensure fairness, this paper chooses the configuration of each network as closely as possible.

In our experiments, we fully train all models on the same dataset as described above
and ensure the fairness of the experiments by setting up the same training environment.
The three most important parameters in the training process are batch size, learning rate,
and number of training iterations. Since some models are so large that the training process
requires a lot of GPU memory, we uniformly set the batch size to 8. Then we use 1 × 10−5

as the initial learning rate to start the training, and the learning rate decays with the
training process. Finally, after completing the training of 100 K iterations, the model
with the best results is selected for testing, and the model’s performance is evaluated
using accuracy and inference speed as criteria, respectively. Beyond the initial, we use
Adam [35] as the optimization strategy during the training process. All code is based on the
MMSegmentation implementation, and all training is done on NVIDIA RTX2080TI GPUs.
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3.4. Ablation Experiment

In order to verify the performance of GLFFNet, we selected these corresponding
modules with excellent performance, replaced the key modules of GLFFNet, and designed
an ablation experiment, including: the SFA Encoder of GLFFNet was replaced with the
encoder module of HorNet [22] and Mask2Former [36], the SPAC Encoder module of
GLFFNet was removed, and the auxiliary training method, Multi-head Loss Block, was
replaced with the common single loss training method.

3.4.1. Effect of SFA Encoder

In order to verify the effectiveness of the SFA Encoder, the paper used the SFA En-
coder, the encoder (based on recursive gated convolution) of HorNet, and the Swin Trans-
former [37] of Mask2Former, respectively, as the backbone of GLFFNet, and other modules
of experiments were kept consistent (specifically, to simply compare the advantages of the
SFA Encoder, the SPAC Encoder proposed in this paper is not added to any of the three
backbones). The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Compared with the other two
models, the SFA Encoder shows a significant improvement in terms of these metrics.

Table 1. SFA Encoder ablation experiment results.

Backbone MIoU (%) MAcc (%) PAcc (%)

Backbone (HorNet) 86.15 92.57 93.64
Swin Transformer (Mask2Former) 86.09 92.62 93.81

SFA Encoder 87.37 93.36 94.24

3.4.2. Effect of SPAC Encoder

In order to verify the effectiveness of the SPAC Encoder module designed in this
paper, SFA Encoder and SFA Encoder + SPAC Encoder are respectively acting as the
backbone of GLFFNet, and other modules are consistent for ablation experiments. The
experimental results are shown in Table 2. From these three metrics, the SPAC encoder
has made a certain contribution to the performance improvement of the model. Specific to
the five classes of foreground objects in the Potsdam dataset, the experimental results are
shown in Table 3 (MIoU (%) as the metrics). The segmentation effect of GLFFNet with the
SPAC Encoder module is slightly reduced for building, but improved for other classes. In
particular, the recognition ability of low-vegetation objects has been greatly improved. To
sum up, the comprehensive performance of GLFFNet with the SPAC Encoder module has
been improved.

Table 2. SPAC Encoder ablation overall experiment results.

Backbone MIoU (%) MAcc (%) PAcc (%)

SFA Encoder 87.37 93.36 94.24
SFA Encoder + SPAC Encoder 87.96 93.84 94.75

Table 3. SPAC Encoder ablation experiment detailed results.

Backbone Impervious-
Surface Building Low-

Vegetation Tree Car

SFA Encoder 85.45 87.64 74.18 93.34 96.25
SFA Encoder + SPAC Encoder 85.84 87.34 76.36 93.68 96.58

3.4.3. Effect of Multi-Head Loss Block

In order to verify the contribution of the Multi-head Loss Block proposed in this
paper to the model accuracy and stability of the training process, we designed controlled
experiments. We use two different methods for training. One is to train using the complete
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model structure as described in Figure 2. The other is to remove the red line portion as
described in Figure 2, without using the Multi-head Loss Block to normalize the feature
map of each scale separately and using only the results of the main decoder to compute the
loss used for backpropagation. After completing the experiment, we analyzed the results
statistically. Figure 6 shows the changing trend of MIoU in two training ways. Table 4
records the highest evaluation criteria of the two training methods, and it is clear that
Multi-head Loss Block contributes to both training efficiency and final model accuracy.
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Table 4. Comparison of results of Multi-head Loss Block ablation experiment.

Method MIoU (%) MAcc (%) PAcc (%)

single-head loss 86.74 92.57 93.64
multi-head loss 87.96 93.84 94.75

3.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

In this module, we compare the GLFFNet proposed in this paper with some excellent
similar models. The experiment results of all models on the Potsdam dataset are shown
in Table 5. The experiment results show that the GLFFNet proposed achieves an excellent
result of 87.96% on MIoU, surpassing other models. It should be additionally noted that
our research is mainly aimed at improving the accuracy of the model and therefore has
not yet reached a very satisfactory state in terms of inference time. However, compared
with most of the other Transformer-like large models, our inference time still has some
advantages since our auxiliary training module is not involved in inference. Of course, we
will continue to improve the model to further enhance its overall performance.

The experiment results of all models on the GID dataset are shown in Table 6. The
experiment results show that the GLFFNet proposed achieves an excellent result of 80.42%
on MIoU. This result further demonstrates the usefulness of GLFFNet for the problem of
object diversity in the image and how GLFFNet can be applied to a general environment.
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Table 5. Comparative experimental results on the Potsdam dataset with other methods.

Method MIoU (%) MAcc (%) PAcc (%) Inference Time
(ms)

DeepLabv3+ [8] 80.64 88.38 89.26 25.87
CAE(ViT-L, UperNet) [31] 79.67 87.51 88.34 85.14

ABCNet [32] 84.02 89.64 91.15 78.34
BANet [33] 85.67 89.91 91.34 73.51

SegFormer [34] 85.43 91.95 92.33 82.65
UNetFormer [19] 86.80 93.23 93.89 53.41

GLFFNet 87.96 93.84 94.75 56.37

Table 6. Quantitative comparison results on the GID dataset with some state-of-the-art methods.

Method MIoU (%) MAcc (%) PAcc (%)

DeepLabv3+ [8] 72.25 79.22 81.07
CAE(ViT-L, UperNet) [31] 71.90 78.27 80.99

ABCNet [32] 76.57 82.39 82.82
BANet [33] 77.38 82.59 82.43

SegFormer [34] 78.43 83.24 83.37
UNetFormer [19] 79.35 84.57 85.97

GLFFNet 80.42 85.08 86.23

Figure 7 shows the partial segmentation result on the Potsdam dataset. Due to limited
space, only the four segmentation results of GLFFNet (ours) and UNetFormer that are the
best effects in the selected comparison model are shown. Figure 7 consists of four columns.
The first column is the original image, the second column is the labeled image, the third
column is the segmentation result of GLFFNet, and the fourth column is the segmentation
result of UNetFormer. To make a better comparison, we have circled the key positions with
red ovals.

In the first set of images, the two cars on the road in the upper right are very closely
spaced, which makes accurate recognition by the model very difficult. The presence of the
interval between the two cars is clearly visible in the recognition results of our GLFFNet
(third column), while in the recognition results of UNetFormer (fourth column), the road
between these two cars is mis-segmented. In the second set of images, the object in the
top right corner is too small to be recognized with any difficulty by the human eye in
time. But the features of the pixels occupied by these small objects, which are different
from their surroundings, are still captured by our GLFFNet. In the third set of images,
a white car at the bottom edge is slightly obscured by these tree branches next to it, and
even I am confused as to whether to mark it all as a car here or show the presence of the
branch. Of course, according to the officially labeled data, there are tree branches here. So
in our recognition results, there are these branches present, but of course, this is too small,
and the outline is still not perfect. From the recognition results of UNetFormer, the car is
accurately identified, completely ignoring the tree branches on it. In the actual scenario,
there should be different specific uses for ignoring the tree branches or not. In the next two
sets of images, the UNetFormer still has the problem of ignoring small objects, but, in this
case, our model still does some justice to these small objects, although the segmented edges
are not complete enough.

In conclusion, it can be seen from the red marks in the image that GLFFNet has
better segmentation ability for small and weak objects in complex scenes in remote
sensing images.
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Design and Analysis of the SFA Encoder

Since AlexNet [38] came into the world in 2012, convolutional networks have dom-
inated computer vision and related fields. A large number of models to obtain SOTA
performance are designed based on convolutional networks and their variants [39–41].
However, convolution has a limited receptive field and insufficient global modeling ability,
which hinders its further development in vision and related fields. Later, ViT [42] intro-
duced Transformer, a dark horse in the NLP field in 2017, into the computer vision field.
The powerful global modeling capabilities of Transformer take computer vision in a new
direction, but the computing costs of the attention mechanism are a headache for scholars.

The SFA Encoder used in this paper uses recursive gated convolution and Transformer
for high-order interaction to obtain global information about images, so as to deal with
the problem of high within-class variability in complex scenes of remote sensing images.
Compared with Transformer, the advantages of convolution are computational simplicity
and the need for less data to train, while the disadvantage is that the receptive field is
not large enough. The recursive gated convolution enables the global information to
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interact, simulates the self-attention operation of Transformer, expands the receptive field,
and obtains more global feature information. It has been experimentally proven that it
is feasible to use recursive gated convolution instead of the self-attentive operation of
Transformer, but the accuracy is not enough. Therefore, this paper introduces the attention
mechanism of Transformer to recursive gated convolution, integrates the advantages of
recursive gated convolution and Transformer, and designs the SFA encoder. As shown in
Table 1, the results demonstrate that the SFA encoder outperforms encoders based mainly
on recursive gated convolution, or Transformer.

4.2. The Design and Analysis of the SPAC Encoder

In addition to the above high within-class variability, another important problem in
complex scenes of remote sensing images is that low between-class variability and small
objects are often ignored or mis-segmented. To solve this problem, this paper designs the
SPAC Encoder based on spatial pyramid architecture and atrous convolution, which is a
convolution variant used by most classical semantic segmentation networks. It directly
extracts the shallow feature information of a remote sensing image and preserves the local
information of each pixel in the image as much as possible. In this way, the proportion of
small object feature information in the final segmentation result is increased.

Compared with DeepLabV3+ and ResUNet-a, these networks all use atrous convolu-
tion as the main method to extract features. With the vigorous development of computer
vision and related fields, models based on other convolutional variants or Transformer have
shown better performance. In the face of advanced features in complex scenes, it seems
that atrous convolution can no longer break through. However, the advantage that atrous
convolution actively improves the convolutional receptive field too small should still not
be ignored, and it still has an advantage in the extraction of low-order global information.
Therefore, we use the spatial pyramid principle and atrous convolution to design a simple
SPAC encoder to extract low-order feature information and fuse it with the high-order
feature information extracted by the SFA encoder to obtain better performance. As shown
in Tables 2 and 3, these ablation experiments prove that the accuracy of the segmentation
of specific classes of objects is significantly improved by using the SPAC Encoder.

4.3. The Effectiveness of the Multi-Head Loss Block

In all kinds of segmentation tasks, the problem that small objects are easy to ignore has
puzzled scholars. To solve this problem, multi-scale feature maps should be an effective
and classical method. However, only loss is calculated for the final segmentation results
during back propagation. Each encoder that extracts multi-scale feature maps cannot
be accurately optimized separately in the training process, and the pre-training on the
classification dataset aggravates this problem. Aiming at the above problems, this paper
designs a Multi-head Loss Block to assist training. It involves the feature maps of each
scale directly in the calculation of the loss, which affects the subsequent back-propagation
process, so as to accurately optimize each encoder so that multi-scale feature maps can be
extracted. Multi-head Loss Block enables the encoder weight of the backbone, pre-trained
on classification datasets, to migrate to segmentation tasks better and faster. As shown in
Table 4, experiments show that GLFFNet with a Multi-head Loss Block has a faster and
better convergence process.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a global and local feature fusion network with a biencoder (GLFFNet) is
proposed in order to solve the problems of low edge accuracy, small segmentation error,
and assimilation of small objects by large objects in complex remote sensing scenes. Based
on Transformer structure, atrous convolution, gated convolution, and the spatial pyramid
architecture, this paper proposes SFA and SPAC encoders for multi-scale feature extraction
and then fusion feature information for subsequent decoding to generate segmentation
results. At the same time, in order to transfer the pre-training weight of the classification
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dataset to the segmentation model better and give full play to the performance of the multi-
scale structure of the semantic segmentation model, a multi-head loss block is designed
to assist training. Finally, the experimental results of GLFFNet reaching 87.96% mIoU on
the Potsdam dataset show that when GLFFNet is applied to the semantic segmentation
task of high-resolution remote sensing, GLFFNe achieves higher accuracy than most of
the semantic segmentation models released so far. Therefore, this paper believes that
GLFFNet has its rationality and necessity in the existing semantic segmentation models in
the field of remote sensing. In the future, we will continue to explore new ways to integrate
convolution and Transformer and continue to optimize the model to further improve the
overall training cost and interface time of the model so that it can be applied in important
fields such as environmental monitoring.
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